Revalidation starts now:
Read the revalidation framework to make sure you understand what you need to do.

myGPhC goes live: You will be able to revalidate and renew using the updated myGPhC system. Look out for a letter with the PIN number you need to set up your account.

uptodate.org.uk goes read only: Print any CPD entries you want to keep from www.uptodate.org.uk before it is taken offline on 1 June 2018.

My renewal opens on: 1 May
My renewal is due by: 30 June
My registration expires on: 31 August

You will need to use the updated myGPhC system to renew your registration, without submitting any revalidation records. We will send you your letter in good time for you to create an account before your renewal due date.

Once you have renewed from 30 June 2018 at the latest
Once you have renewed from 30 June 2019 at the latest

Renew your registration using the updated myGPhC system
Using the updated myGPhC system, record four pieces of CPD that you’ve carried out since your last renewal
Submit your four CPD records as part of your renewal
Carry out and record: • four CPD records • one peer discussion • one reflective account

Submit your four CPD records, peer discussion and reflective account as part of your renewal.